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We've got the ammunition
I'm sure you can, you can slow them down.
We have the motives and
We will not stop until it's working.
The fighting on the planet, 
Fighting will never get us anywhere.
You're going to get it wrong.

This fields been laced with their imperial nonsense
With orders that came that straight from the top.

(We fight for what we know is wrong).
But, if I can't stop it now, 
This will go down for the cause.

I'll say this once, 
I'll say this once, 
This always gets me
Cause you can't put up your old demons safely.

Fear for nothing. Fear of no one, in return.

Oh yeah, the odds will add up and face me against me,
Cause you can't put up your old demons safely.

(Fear for nothing. Fear of no one, in return).

We've got the ammunition
I'm sure they're not coming back.
We have the motives and
We will not stop until it's working.
The breaking of a habit, 
Breaking will never destroy anything.

We're going to get it right.

This fields been laced with their imperial nonsense
With orders that came that straight from the top.
(We fight for what we know is wrong).
But, if I can't stop it now, 
This will go down for the cause.
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Come on and give me everything you've got.

This will go down
(Fear for nothing. Fear of no one, in return).
For the cause. Now we'll lay you out.
These are such hard times. Face me.
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